
Linear Regression
Standard error of a slope

From RLS to Trumpets

RLS = Robust Least Squares

Trumpets = Calculate Upper and Lower 95% Confidence Limits



There are two regression 
worksheets: RLS and Trumpets





Downloads of the Excel Spreadsheets



Let’s follow the download of the 
trumpets



Download Trumpet Excel



These are the trumpets. The t is determined using the t-test.

The calibration error can statistically be represented by drawing the 95% 
confidence limits around the calibration line. These limits form the two 
branches of a hyperbolic function. The two sets of hyperbolic branches are 
given by:

Trumpets: the confidence limits of a line



Fill by defining the area

We are using the standard data
We can igrnore the Pred limits for
our purposes.



It is convenient to graph the x,
y, y_calc and y_upper and y_lower
to plot on a clean sheet



Bullwinke says:
Nothin up my sleve.



Paste the data. I do not like Excel scatterplot for 
more than two columns. I will show you this in 
Igor. Igor is downloadable under tools. We have 
a group license. Ask me or Yuan.



Paste the data. I do not like Excel scatterplot for 
more than two columns. I will show you this in 
Igor. Igor is downloadable under tools. We have 
a group license. Ask me or Yuan.





Expand a selection.



Draw a horizontal line.
Use 10000 points or so.
Make /n=10000 yy_cal,xx_cal
xx_cal=x/10000 (so the range is 0 to 1)
The use the cursor (<crtl>I).



Expand a little further to see the intersections.
You can also draw vertical lines down to the
X-axis, but this is easier



Mean: 0.4065
Read off the mean to 4 sig figs.



Upper 95%: 0.3895

Read off the upper 95% to 4 sig figs.



Upper 95%: 0.4273
Read off the lower 95% to 4 sig figs.



The mean is the value of interest and upper – lower = 95%  Confidence Limit

In the previous example it was 0.0208. 

If you can plot this more easily on Excel, then please use it. I use Igor and make it
Available under tools.

It is normally the case that the limit of detection (LOD) is larger than the error in 
the mid-regression. The errors in the ends are not as well determined since there 
are fewer data points.



Read off the upper and lower 95% to 4 sig figs.
Calculate the difference and this is the 95% Confidence interval 
for the calibration at this value.

95% confidence interval

95% CI = 0.0208



z

95% confidence interval
At the y-intercept

95% CI = 0.0579



Igor is available under Tools.


